
Richest Man: Getting 7 Billion Red Pockets To Start With 

 

Chapter 2: Renting a Car for a Blind Date; Late System! 

Qiao Shiya was stunned. “Is his family… average?” 

After a pause, he seemed to have thought of something and asked, “What do his 
parents do?” 

“We used to work together. At that time, we had a good relationship. Now, I heard that 
you opened a small clothing store…” Chen Minfen said. 

Qiao Shiya said, “Okay, Mom. I understand.” 

After saying that, he hung up. 

Qiao Shiya looked at the Lamborghini, which had completely disappeared from her 
sight, and a look of understanding appeared on her face. 

He said disdainfully, “You think you can succeed by renting a car and going on blind 
dates? What a joke! Poor people will always be poor!” 

Then, she looked at the internet celebrity not far away and said, “It’s quite suitable for a 
b*tch to be paired with a b*stard.” 

After saying that, he walked towards the BMW with a smile. 

… 

Lin Fan drove the Lamborghini all the way! 

He was like a dazzling laser light. Wherever he went, he was the center of attention! 

This was a street explosion! 

A moment later, Lin Fan arrived at a public parking lot. 

He flipped out of the car and wrote his name on the driver’s license and registration 
certificate. 

Puzzled, he asked, “Could this be the legendary cheatcode? A system?” 

Just then, a virtual button appeared in front of Lin Fan. 



Lin Fan pointed casually. 

[Ding! Successfully activated system!] 

[Newbie Gift Bag obtained!] 

Then, a virtual display appeared in his mind. 

[Name: Lin Fan] 

[Level: Level 1] 

[Level 1 reward: 1 yuan for every breath; 1 yuan for every second of sleep; 1 yuan for 
every step. Reward of 24 points per day.] 

[Upgrade Consumption: 0/10,000 (Gifts to others, gambling, and other methods are not 
included. In addition, all items obtained from the system are prohibited from trading)] 

[Charm: 85 (Appearance, clothing, mental state, etc. are closely related)] 

[Skills: Professional driving technique] 

[Funds: 89,900 (All funds come from reasonable and legal sources, no need to worry 
about direct use)] 

[Hint: There are still 23 hours and 35 minutes until the next red packet.] 

[Prompt: For every 10,000 yuan spent, you can immediately obtain a red packet.] 

Lin Fan said, “There really is a system!” 

“Professional driving skills? No wonder driving this Lamborghini feels so simple!” 

Then, Lin Fan started studying the system again. 

For every breath he took, he would get one yuan. A normal person would get about 
28,000 yuan every minute by breathing about 20 times, which was 24 hours a day. 

1 yuan for every second of sleep. Based on eight hours of sleep a day, you can get 
about 28,000 yuan. 

For every step he took, he would get one yuan. This was not fixed. Sometimes it was 
hundreds, sometimes it was thousands. 

As for the red packet… the amount depended on luck. 



In total, he could get 60,000 to 70,000 yuan a day, about 2 million yuan a month, and 24 
million yuan a year! 

In addition, this was only Level 1. If he upgraded to Level 2 or even higher, he would 
probably get more money. 

At the thought of this, Lin Fan’s lips curled up. 

Then, he looked at the beginner’s gift bag. 

[Do you want to open the beginner’s gift bag?] 

“Yes!” 

[Ding! Congratulations, you have obtained a charm halo, increasing your charm by 5 
points. In addition, there is a 50% chance of triggering love at first sight and 
unforgettable love. Powerful charm is the most attractive.] 

[Ding! Congratulations, you have obtained a 10x cashback card. Only by spending 
better can you gain more.] 

Lin Fan felt his body warming up slightly, but nothing much had changed. 

He looked at his white pants and stepped on the accelerator. He went straight to KM 
Mall. 

KM Mall, the most high-end clothing shopping mall in Jiangbei City. 

“Welcome, KM Mall. How can I help you?” 

Although Lin Fan’s clothes were ordinary, 

However, the well-proportioned female salesperson who was standing at the door 
welcomed him immediately. 

From this point alone, it was not without reason that KM Mall could stand tall in Jiangbei 
for so many years. 

At least, the quality of the salespeople was much better than ordinary shops. 

Lin Fan said, “Help me find something suitable for me.” 

“This set of clothes is the latest this year. It’s design cutting edge and is very 
comfortable.” 

Clothes make the man, Buddha makes the gold. This saying was not wrong at all. 



After changing into KM’s clothes, Lin Fan’s charm increased by 2 points, reaching 92 
points! 

Lin Fan stretched his limbs and said, “Alright, this one then. How much is it?” 

“A total of 48,889 yuan,” the saleswoman said with a smile. 

When Lin Fan heard that, he frowned. 

When the saleswoman saw this, she sighed inwardly. As expected, it was another 
person who felt that KM was too expensive. 

At this moment, Lin Fan muttered, “Only 40,000? Forget it, I’ll swipe my card first.” 

Only 40,000? 

He actually didn’t find it too expensive, but felt that it was too cheap? 

The saleswoman took the bank card in shock and gently swiped it on the POS machine. 

[Ding! The current expenditure is 48,889 yuan. Do you want to use the 10x cashier 
card?] 

“Yes!” Lin Fan replied in his heart. 

[Ding! System upgraded, Level 2!] 

[Level 2 reward: 2 yuan for every breath; 2 yuan for every second of sleep; 2 yuan for 
every step. 24 yuan per day.] 

[Upgrade Consumption: 38,889 / 100,000 (Gifts to others and gambling are not 
included. In addition, all items obtained from the system are prohibited from trading)] 

Originally, he could obtain at least 60,000 to 70,000 yuan a day. Now, it had doubled to 
more than 100,000 yuan! 

Then, Lin Fan’s phone vibrated. 

“The Merchants Bank reminds you to deposit 488,890 yuan.” 

At the same time, a red packet appeared on his phone screen. 

[Ding! 40,000 yuan spent. You have received 4 red packets. Do you want to receive 
them all?] 

“Yes!” 



[Ding! Congratulations, you have received $19,999.] 

[Ding! Congratulations, you have received $2.] 

[Ding! Congratulations, you have received 300 yuan.] 

[Ding! Congratulations, you have received $2,999.] 

Seeing this… 

Lin Fan smirked. 

The female salesperson beside him respectfully handed over her bank card and said, 
“Sir, your card.” 

“Two pieces over there and one set over there… Wrap them up according to my size.” 
Lin Fan casually pointed at nearly ten pieces of clothing. 

The saleswoman understood that she had definitely met a super rich man. 

Hence, she hurriedly wrapped up all her clothes. 

“A total of 232,100 yuan. I can apply to the store manager to help you get rid of the 
remaining 2,100 yuan. Please wait a moment,” the female salesperson said. 

Lin Fan said, “Take that change as a tip.” 

To Lin Fan, money was just a number. 

This waiter had a good attitude. Although the clothes he chose were a little cheap, they 
were indeed very comfortable. 

Therefore, giving her a little reward was nothing. 

The saleswoman said happily, “Thank you, sir.” 
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